Genetic correlation between mates at specific loci can greatly alter the evolutionary trajectory of a species. Genetic assortative mating has been documented in humans, but its existence beyond population stratification (shared ancestry) has been a matter of controversy. Here, we develop a method to measure assortative mating across the genome at 1,044,854 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), controlling for population stratification and cohort-specific cryptic relatedness. Using data on 1683 human couples from two data sources, we find evidence for both assortative and disassortative mating at specific, discernible loci throughout the entire genome. Then, using the composite of multiple signals (CMS) score, we also show that the group of SNPs exhibiting the most assortativity has been under stronger recent positive selection. Simulations using realistic inputs confirm that assortative mating might indeed affect changes in allele frequency over time. These results suggest that genetic assortative mating may be speeding up evolution in humans.
Introduction
Individuals actively choose with whom to mate in many species, including humans (Neff and Pitcher, 2005; Mays and Hill, 2004; Roberts and Little, 2008; Andersson and Simmons, 2006; Jones and Ratterman, 2009) . One form of mate choice is assortative mating, which has been well described for specific traits such as body size, personality, and other apparent features (Jones and Ratterman, 2009; Redden and Allison, 2006; Jiang et al., 2013; Russell et al., 1985; Thiessen and Gregg, 1980) . Disassortative mating has also been described for several traits, including immune function in humans (Mays and Hill, 2004; Roberts and Little, 2008; Andersson and Simmons, 2006; Jiang et al., 2013; . A century ago, Fisher and Wright proposed that such positive and negative phenotypic correlations between mates would correspond to genetic correlations between them (Wright, 1920; Fisher, 1918) . Hypothetically, considering the polygenic basis for most phenotypes, assortative or disassortative mating could thus result in marginal to strong genetic correlations at thousands of loci. Theory, and evidence from another taxon (i.e., Drosophila pseudoobscura), shows that assortative mating at even one locus can shift the adaptive landscape and yield sympatric speciation (Kirkpatrick and Nuismer, 2004; Otto et al., 2008; Williams and Sarkar, 1994; Ortiz-Barrientos and Noor, 2005) .
However, previous studies have focused on whether assortative mating exists at the whole-genome level or genetic-region level rather than at specific loci, and the existence of "active" genetic assortative mating has been controversial (Sebro et al., 2010; Domingue et al., 2014a; Abdellaoui et al., 2014; Domingue et al., 2014b; Sorokowska et al., 2019) . Sebro and colleagues report evidence of assortative mating at principal components (n = 33 couples), suggesting that a certain type of population stratification (genetic similarity due to the sharing of similar ancestry) results in genetic assortativity (Sebro et al., 2010) . Meanwhile, Laurent and colleagues report evidence of assortative and disassortative mating at multiple autosomal genetic regions (n = 50 couples of European descent) . Domingue and colleagues used a kinship coefficient to provide evidence for genetic assortative mating at the whole-genome level in a larger sample (n = 825 couples) (Domingue et al., 2014a) . Although the primary aim of that effort was to descriptively compare the degree of educational assortative mating (i.e., assortment by educational attainment) with that of genetic assortative mating (Domingue et al., 2014a, b) , Abedellaoui and colleagues subsequently questioned whether the methods used by Domingue and colleagues could adequately control for population stratification (Domingue et al., 2014a; Abdellaoui et al., 2014) . Since randomized controlled trials of genetic assortative mating in humans are clearly impossible, methodological advances using observational data are required to delimit the potential influence of population stratification (as much as possible) and to more precisely understand the genetic architecture of human mating patterns.
Therefore, we address three key questions regarding genetic assortative mating in humans: whether genotypic assortative or disassortative mating happens at the whole-genome level (Study 1), confirming and extending prior work; whether genotypic assortative or disassortative mating happens at the SNP level for discernible loci (Study 2); and whether there is a relationship between genetic assortative and disassortative mating and natural selection (Studies 3 and 4), a topic that, to our knowledge, has not received prior empirical attention in humans.
To answer these questions, we use genome-wide data on 1,044,854 autosomal single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with minor allele frequency (MAF) > 0.10 from 1683 unrelated heterosexual spousal pairs of European descent (3366 individuals total, restricted to first marriages) from two independent datasets (the Health and Retirement Study, and the Framingham Heart Study) (see Methods). For certain comparisons, we permuted the spousal relationships in the data to create five sets of randomly formed opposite-sex pairs (N = 8415 pairs); crucially, the only difference between the observed data and the permuted data is the set of relationshipsthe sample size, individual characteristics, and distribution of genotypes in the random samples are identical to the observed samples. The goal of our work here is not to identify specific genes guiding mate choice per se; rather, it is to measure patterns across the whole genome.
Results

Study 1 (whole-genome assortativity)
For the whole-genome-level analysis, we aim to discern whether the spousal pairs shared an ancestor in common, as compared with the randomly formed opposite-sex pairs drawn from the same sample (the stranger pairs) (see Supporting Information for the formulas and further details). Hence, we calculate the kinship coefficient as a metric of how similar spousal genomes are and also as a way of discerning whether the spousal pairs shared a recent ancestor (Domingue et al., 2014a; Abdellaoui et al., 2014; Christakis and Fowler, 2014) . Overall, we find that the genomes of observed spousal pairs are significantly more similar than that of random opposite-sex pairs drawn from the same population (regression analysis, β = 0.000898, P = 4.76 × 10 −5 ) ( Fig. 1 & Supplementary Table 1 ). As a benchmark, the magnitude of this similarity roughly corresponds to the similarity between 4th and 5th cousins.
Although the procedures and sample inclusion criteria are different, these results (using a larger sample size from two datasets) generally reproduce the results of Domingue and colleagues (Domingue et al., 2014a) . These results do not substantially change when we used another measure of genetic relatedness (identity by state [IBS] distance: β = 0.000113, P = 8.03 × 10 −4 ). Moreover, these results do not substantially change even after controlling for the top ten principal components (PCs) of both spouses (a total of 20 PCs) ( Supplementary  Table 1 ). On the other hand, when we analyze the data of the Framingham Heart Study alone, the magnitude of spousal genetic similarity is not significant for IBS distance (P = 0.467), while that for kinship coefficient is significant (P = 1.74 × 10 -7 ) (see Methods and Supplementary Table 1 ). Therefore, as Abdellaoui and colleagues recently stated (Abdellaoui et al., 2014) , evidence for spousal genetic similarity may be less clearly identified when IBS distance is used, or this may reflect the intrinsic difference between what IBS distance measures and what the kinship coefficient measures.
Hence, we find whole-genome assortativity among spousal pairs. However, the question remains whether this provides sufficient evidence for "active" genetic assortative mating in humans. Investigating genetic assortative mating at the whole-genome level has two limitations. First, since the kinship coefficient and IBS distance capture the overall magnitude of shared ancestry (Manichaikul et al., 2010) , examining if "active" genetic assortative mating (beyond population stratification) is occurring, using these genetic relatedness measures, can be problematic. Rather, the results of Study 1 can be interpreted descriptively as a mixture of potential genotypic assortative (and disassortative) mating in addition to any residual cryptic population stratification. Second, it is known that some forms of population stratification can be refractory to correction by PCs (McVean, 2009), though the inclusion of PCs in the analysis is still a recommended procedure in genetic epidemiology and evolutionary genetics.
Study 2 (SNP-level assortativity)
Next, we extend our analysis to the SNP level, developing an expanded method to examine genotypic assortative and disassortative mating beyond the potential influence of population stratification, and applying this method to each SNP across the whole genome. The goal of this analysis is not to identify specific genes involved in mate choice; rather, it is to measure patterns across the genome, for which this sample size is adequate, as in previous work (Christakis and Fowler, 2014; Ward and Kellis, 2012) .
We construct a regression model to examine the degree of assortativity (correlation in dosage of 0, 1, or 2) at each SNP controlling for population stratification and cohort-specific cryptic relatedness (regressing the dosage of a male individual on that of a coupled female individual, along with covariates) (see Methods). In an ideal situation, we would test if a female individual with experimentally manipulated higher dosages (e.g., a dosage of 2) at a single locus is more likely to marry a male individual with experimentally manipulated higher dosages at the same locus, keeping the genetic background (i.e., the combination of SNP genotypes in all the other loci) unchanged for both the female and male individuals ( Fig. 2a ). To test this hypothesis using humans, where such gene manipulation is obviously not feasible, we implement the following procedures: (i) we calculate the top 10 PCs from the subject-SNP data matrix (Manichaikul et al., 2010) for both spouses and include them as covariates in regression models; (ii) we identify the genetically closest individual within a cohort for each A. Nishi, et al. BioSystems 187 (2020) 104040 subject (using one-for-one nearest matching on the kinship coefficient (Manichaikul et al., 2010) ; and (iii) we include the dosage of the genetically closest individual at the same locus as a covariate in regression models (Fig. 2b) . These procedures jointly allow us to take into account both the global and local genetic background (population stratification) within a cohort (Fig. 2b ). This novel procedure can control for the residual population stratification that cannot be taken into account solely by the inclusion of ten PCs for each spouse in the model. We also generate a comparison group of stranger pairs drawn from the same sample, each of which contains one male and one female who are not married to each other. Including this group in the analysis allows us to measure the degree to which assortativity differs from what we would expect due to cryptic relatedness generated by simply random mating within the same population structure (see Supplementary Methods for the formula and details). Fig. 3a shows the Q-Q plot from the regression models across the genome. The λ statistic of this plot is 1.012, suggesting that the majority of SNPs do not exhibit assortativity or disassortativity. We found 23 SNPs exhibiting moderate-level assortative mating and 40 SNPs exhibiting moderate-level disassortative mating (P < 5.0 × 10 −5 , no SNPs with P < 5.0 × 10 -8 ). However, this is what we would expect if there were widespread low-level genetic correlation (either positive or negative) in spouses across the genome, and it is consistent with recent work that shows that polygenic traits can generate inflation factors of these magnitudes (Yang et al., 2011) (please see an additional analysis regarding polygenic traits in the Supplementary Methods, Box. 1). Fig. 3b shows that the distributions of Z statistics of the estimates for the degree of assortativity in the regression models indeed differ from null distributions for both assortative loci (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P = 0.0137) and disassortative loci (P = 2.71 × 10 -8 ) (see Methods). In contrast to previous work that focused exclusively on genetic regions involved in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) regions (Roberts and Little, 2008; Chaix et al., 2008; Derti et al., 2010) , these results suggest that assortative and disassortative mating is occurring at the allelic level across the human genome as a whole. We did not find substantial evidence for disassortative mating specifically in the MHC regions (see Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Fig. 4 ), in keeping with some past work (Chaix et al., 2008; Derti et al., 2010) (though this is a topic of ongoing debate Derti and Roth, 2012) ).
Study 3 (Role of assortative mating in natural selection)
To explore what role assortativity may be playing in human evolution, we measure its association with the Composite of Multiple Signals (CMS) score, an index that combines several signals of recent positive selection to identify which parts of the genome have been evolving the fastest over the last 30,000 years (Grossman et al., 2010) . One caution here is that, since the CMS score is influenced by selective sweeps (Grossman et al., 2010) , the high frequency of long haplotypes and large allele frequency changes that are observed around loci with selective sweeps may yield false positive results in further analyses. In our regression models, we control for minor allele frequency and differences between chromosomes, and we take into account potential serial correlation between SNPs due to linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns using Newey-West standard errors (see Supplementary  Methods) . Fig. 3c shows that SNPs exhibiting moderate assortativity among spousal pairs have a significantly higher CMS score than SNPs exhibiting no assortative or disassortative mating (P = 8.36 × 10 −4 ). In contrast, SNPs exhibiting moderate-level disassortative mating show no such pattern (P = 0.992). These results suggest that positively correlated genotypes in mates are under stronger positive selection in humans.
Study 4 (Assortative mating and allele frequency change)
Using simulations, we examine the influence of the observed level of genotypic assortative and disassortative mating on the potential change in allele frequency if the same mating patterns last for multiple generations (see Supplementary Methods) . First, we prepare 1000 individuals (500 males and 500 females) as the 1 st generation, and two alleles (with an initial frequency for the advantageous allele of 0.10) are randomly assigned to each of them (a single locus). A female mates with a male in the population under the rule of genotypic correlation (the degree of correlation of r = -0.05 to 0.05 [neither assortative nor disassortative], r = 0.05 to 0.125 [marginally/moderately assortative], or r = -0.125 to -0.05 [marginally/moderately disassortative]). Second, the generated couples produce children, and the number of Assortative and disassortative mating at the SNP level can be explained by population stratification or by active mate choice. (a) A and B are two alleles at a single locus. At a single locus, a couple composed of a female with AA (dosage = 2) and a male with AA reflects assortative mating (red), while a couple composed of a female with AA and a male with BB (dosage = 0) reflects disassortative mating (blue). The red and blue shades are illustrations of the rough probability densities of the two alleles of two individuals in couples under assortative mating and disassortative mating, respectively. (b) The genetic background of 20 illustrative individuals (indicated by circles) drawn at 10 dimensions of principal components (PCs) is shown. The top 10 axes of the principal components can show the variation of genetic background among individuals. When individual 1 marries individual 2, the mating can originate from active mate choice or from population stratification. Here, individuals 1 and 3 share similar genetic background, and individuals 2 and 4 share similar genetic background (the kinship coefficient between them is at a maximum). The assortativity or disassortativity of SNP genotypes in individuals 1 and 2 that cannot be explained by SNP genotypes of the genetically closest individuals (3 and 4) is the mating pattern that population stratification (genetic background) cannot explain. The red line represents the mating pattern not coming from population stratification, while the blue and green lines represent the mating pattern coming from population stratification. The grey lies represent the stranger pairs of non-married heterosexual individuals. PC1 to PC10 represent the 1st to 10th principal components, respectively.
children is proportional to the number of advantageous alleles in the couples. This cycle of mating and reproduction was repeated up to the 100 th generation. This simulation is repeated 1000 times for each of the three settings, and a t test is performed to examine the difference of the advantageous allele frequency (see Supplementary Methods for details and R code). Fig. 3d shows that, under reasonable assumptions about reproductive advantage, the speed of allele frequency change over 100 generations is 15.3% faster when the degree of assortative mating is at the marginal-to-moderate level (range of dosage correlation = 0.05 to 0.125 vs -0.05 to 0.05; t-test, P < 2.2 × 10 −16 ), and 15.7% slower when the degree of disassortative mating is at the marginal-to-moderate level (range of dosage correlation = -0.125 to -0.05 vs -0.05 to 0.05; ttest, P < 2.2 × 10 −16 ). These ranges of dosage correlation are empirically obtained from the regression analyses described earlier. While the magnitude of the change is dependent on many model assumptions, the direction of change is not. Assortative mating can speed up positive selection, which helps to explain why we find a relationship between assortativity and the CMS score at the allelic level.
Discussion
In sum, the results suggest that genotypic assortative and disassortative mating (here measured, in humans, as marriage) occurs at disparate loci across the human genome; that positively correlated loci tend to have higher signals of recent positive selection; and that the observed level of assortative mating might feasibly accelerate an increase in advantageous allele frequency. These results have implications for several distinct hypotheses and theories of mate choice in evolutionary biology, several of which may potentially be operating in parallel in humans.
First, these results comport with the "good genes hypothesis," which posits that individuals choose mates with an allele that increases fitness independent of the architecture of the remaining genome (Neff and Pitcher, 2005; Mays and Hill, 2004; Roberts and Little, 2008; Andersson and Simmons, 2006; Jones and Ratterman, 2009) . In monogamous species with mutual mate choice (de Waal and Gavrilets, 2013; Lukas and Clutton-Brock, 2013; Hooper and Miller, 2008; Stulp et al., 2013; Baldauf et al., 2009; Lovejoy, 2009) , assortative mating can result because those with the higher fitness allele choose to mate with one another, leaving those without the allele to similarly assort with their own type (Neff and Pitcher, 2005; Stulp et al., 2013; Baldauf et al., 2009) . In this scenario, we would expect to find a relationship between assortative mating and positive selection at the allelic level, which can increase the frequency of advantageous alleles more rapidly, as shown in the simulations (Fig. 3d) .
Second, these results could also be partly explained by "genetic similarity theory," which posits that people prefer a genetically similar individual as an optimal mate (Russell et al., 1985) . Under this hypothesis, genetic similarity in a mate pair at a certain locus might confer an advantage that is not available to a solitary individual (e.g., living with a similar spouse might be efficient with respect to food choice, or could lead to higher levels of cooperation (Nowak, 2006; Fu et al., 2012; Antal et al., 2009) ). In this case, genotypic assortative mating might turn an otherwise-neutral mutant genotype into a kind of "good gene." However, finding a mate with a minor allele might be costly when the mutant allele is not common, and especially when it is not initially advantageous. Therefore, it is less clear how genetic similarity theory could drive the relationship between assortativity and positive selection that we see across the genome in humans. Fig. 3 . The human genome evinces excess genotypic assortative mating and disassortative mating at multiple loci, and the loci exhibiting moderate assortativity among spousal pairs have higher signals of recent positive selection, which can accelerate the change in allele frequency. (a) Q-Q plot of the degree of assortativity at 1,044,854 SNPs shows more outliers of the observed -log 10 (p) when the observed P is less than around 5 × 10 −5 . P values are obtained from regression models. (b) Separate analysis for assortative and disassortative mating loci reveals excess assortativity and disassortativity at different groups of SNPs across the genome. The difference of z statistics of degree of assortativity in spousal ties to that from the standard normal distribution (null distribution) is calculated at each SNP. We made 50 bins (20,898 SNPs with similar degree of assortativity per bin). The shaded areas represent excess assortativity (positive) and excess disassortativity (negative). P values are obtained by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. (c) SNPs exhibiting moderate assortativity (P < 5.0 x 10 −5 for the genotypic correlation level, see Methods for other category definitions), have stronger signals of recent positive selection (higher composite of multiple signals [CMS] score) than SNPs exhibiting no assortativity or disassortativity. The plot shows mean CMS score by each category (blue). Vertical lines represent standard errors of the mean. For reference, the horizontal black dotted line shows the mean CMS score of all the SNPs, and the shaded area shows the interquartile range (IQR) of the CMS score. P values are obtained from regression models. (d) Simulations show that assortative mating (red) at a single locus over 100 generations accelerates the increase in the frequency of minor but advantageous alleles as compared with random mating (grey) or disassortative mating (blue). The lines show the 2.5 percentile (bottom), median (middle), and 97.5 percentile (top) of the 1000 iterations. P values are obtained by ttest. For all the panels, n.s. for ≥ 0.05, * for P < 0.05, and *** for P < 0.001. A. Nishi, et al. BioSystems 187 (2020) 104040 Third, the finding of some genotypic disassortative mating could be explained by the "compatible genes hypothesis" at such loci, which posits that individuals choose mates with an allele that increases fitness when paired with a specific homologue or allele at a locus (Neff and Pitcher, 2005; Mays and Hill, 2004; Roberts and Little, 2008; Andersson and Simmons, 2006; Jones and Ratterman, 2009) . Under this hypothesis, such loci exhibit heterozygote advantage, where an individual with the two different alleles has the greatest advantage in the given environment. Therefore, mating with an individual with the different allele can be the most advantageous, which results in disassortative mating at the locus. In this scenario, genotypic disassortative mating maintains both genotypes at the locus, though it does not lead to linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns or a higher signal of positive selection (incomplete selective sweep) (Sellis et al., 2011) .
It remains an open question whether the level of whole-genome assortativity that we observe optimizes overall fitness in humans. Intriguingly, Helgason and colleagues report a significant parabolic association between fertility and actual kinship in a large Icelandic population, with optimal fertility seen in couples related at the 3 rd to 4 th cousin level (Helgason et al., 2008) . Our data show a mixture of genotypic assortative and disassortative mating in addition to a potential residual of population stratification, but, overall, we find a wholegenome assortativity with a magnitude similar to that between 4 th and 5 th cousins, and the relationship between assortativity and positive selection also suggests that some degree of similarity increases fitness.
A recent paper (Christakis and Fowler, 2014 ) that explored the genetic similarity of friends reported evidence for genetic homophily (assortative friendship ties) and heterophily (disassortative friendship ties) in humans, and showed a similar pattern regarding signals of recent positive selection, namely, a significant association of loci exhibiting assortativity with higher CMS score, and no association of loci exhibiting disassortativity with CMS scores. These results suggest that at least a part of any higher fitness arising due to assortative tie formation (whether in friends or spouses) might indeed arise without reproduction; and homophily/heterophily and assortative/disassortative mating, which have been of central interest in the social sciences, may have implications for evolutionary theory (Skyrms et al., 2014) .
Finally, these results illustrate that, although humans have recently experienced the agricultural and technological revolutions of the Holocene, they may still be influenced by ongoing evolutionary forces in which sexual selection interacts with natural selection (Jones and Ratterman, 2009; Courtiol et al., 2012; Stearns et al., 2012) . Moreover, patterns of mate choice, like friendship choice (Christakis and Fowler, 2014; Fowler et al., 2011) , may in turn help to partly explain the acceleration of human evolution seen in the last 30,000 years (Hawks et al., 2007) , especially at candidate good genes loci, and may play a role in the maintenance of genome diversity at compatible genes loci. The underlying biology of genotypic assortative and disassortative mating, which might be related to "greenbeard" phenotypes (West and Gardner, 2010) , kin recognition mechanisms (e.g., maternal perinatal association and co-residence duration) (Lieberman et al., 2007) , social familiarity (Okuyama et al., 2014) , similarity in facial morphology (DeBruine et al., 2011) , or multiple chemical signals (Roberts and Little, 2008; Johansson and Jones, 2007) , warrants further research. Finally, and of course, mate choice and even monogamy itself are partially the product of cultural factors, and, therefore, the effect of cultural and ecological inheritance surely also plays a role, in a process of gene-culture coevolution (Richerson et al., 2010) .
Methods
We briefly summarize the methods at the beginning of each study above (Studies 1-4). In the Supplementary Information, we explain the methods for each of these studies in detail.
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